Directions to Ordway-Swisher Biological Station from UF & Gainesville

From UF Campus, Gainesville
1. Go east on University Ave (SR26) for ≈ 8 miles until you come to a stop sign at the intersection of SR26 & SR222.
2. Turn RIGHT and follow SR26 east until you come to Melrose (≈ 11 miles)

To North Entrance Gate – 693 SR 26, Melrose, Fl 32666
3. Go through the traffic light in Melrose staying on SR26
4. Go approximately 2.7 miles past the light on SR26 until you see the OSBS brick sign on your right.

To West Entrance Gate – 590 N SR21, Hawthorne
3. Turn right at the light in Melrose (intersection of SR26 & SR21) onto SR21.
4. Head south for 2.6 miles.
5. The Station sign & entrance gate will be on your left.

All visitors are required to sign-in/out at the check stations located at each entrance gate. Exit from the same gate that you entered the Station.